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TICKETS   

Chatori   Shimizu    (b.   1990)   is   a   Germany   based   composer,   shō   performer,   and   sound   artist,   who   
constructs   his   works   for   a   wide   range   of   mediums   concerning   the   time   identity   in   sound.   Ranging   from   
orchestral   works   to   sound   installations,   all   of   his   works   engage   in   repetitive   patterns   of   sound   motifs,   
which   aims   for   the   slightest   change   in   the   pattern   to   act   as   an   accent.   As   the   First   Prize   Winner   of   the   
2016   Malta   International   Composition   Competition,   Shimizu's   works   have   been   performed   around   the   
world   by   acclaimed   ensembles   and   musicians   such   as   Hidejiro   Honjoh,   Linea,   Multilatérale,   Mayumi   
Miyata,   mise-en,   Mivos   Quartet,   Shanghai   Philharmonic   Orchestra,   Sound   Factory   Orchestra,   among   
others.   His   music   scores   are   published   from   United   Music   &   Media   Publishing,   Belgium.   
chatorishimizu.com     
  

Improvisation   II   (Yuma   Uesaka   &   Chatori   Shimizu)   
[Yuma   Uesaka   talk]   
Improvisation   I   (Yuma   Uesaka   &   Chatori   Shimizu)   
[Jean-Patrick   Besingrand   talk]   
sans   couleurs   à   souffler   (Jean-Patrick   Besingrand)   
Kotsu-Shichi   (Ivan   Solano)   

1.   The   Moon   for   a   Guide   
2.   Men   of   Kyoto   
3.   June's   Rain   

Mimi   Spelunking   (Chatori   Shimizu)   
[Jean-Louis   Agobet   talk]   
Akane   (Jean-Louis   Agobet)   
  
  

Duo   Charango ,    half   Ciyadh   Wells,   half   Jamie   Monck,   is   a   guitar   duo   aimed   at   challenging   
the   notion   of   what   a   “classical”   guitar   duo   can   be.   Duo   Charango   have   recently   performed   at   the   
Oh   My   Ears,   New   Music   Gathering,   and   SPLICE   festivals.   Given   the   nature   of   their   long   distance   

  

https://oh-my-ears.square.site/
http://www.chatorishimizu.com/


  
musical   relationship,   and   the   realities   of   COVID-19,   the   duo   is   currently   focused   on   
commissioning   projects   for   low-latency   collaboration.   
  

Duo   Charango   presents   the   premiere   of   the   Neoteric   Guitar   Project.   This   is   a   set   of   three   works   for   
electric   guitar   duo   that   we   commissioned   in   2019.   The   original   premiere   for   these   pieces   was   to   be   
at   the   2020   New   Music   Gathering,   but   unfortunately   COVID   had   other   plans.   The   duo   very   broadly   
asked   three   composers   to   write   electric   guitar   duos   of   around   8   minutes   for   us.   We   received   three   
very   different   works   that   approach   the   medium   in   a   variety   of   ways.   You   can   find   more   info   about   
the   project,   and   full   composer   bios   on   our   website:   duocharango.com/neoteric-guitar-project/     
  

1).   dead   on   the   surplus   blankets   by    Ryan   Carraher     
2).   hands,   except   empty   by   James   May     
3).   2   víti   by   Bergrún   Snæbjörnsdóttir   
  

Kyle   Motl     is   a   bassist,   composer,   and   improviser   dedicated   to   the   performance   of   creative   
music.   His   solo   concerts   are   said   to   provide   a   “wide   range   of   wonderful   protean   delights   that   
promise   to   change   us   by   revealing   things   we   could   never   have   imagined”   (Free   Jazz   Collective).   
Kyle’s   collaborations   cross   idiomatic   lines,   including   ongoing   projects   with   Rhonda   Taylor,   Patrick   
Shiroishi,   TJ   Borden,   Abbey   Rader,   compositional   projects   with   composers   including   Caroline   
Louise   Miller,   Anqi   Liu,   Anthony   Davis,   Celeste   Oram   and   Asher   Tobin   Chodos.   Treesearch,   with   
Keir   GoGwilt   and   Nicolee   Kuester   has   been   praised   for   its   “clinical   precision”   and   “keen   musical   
intellects”   (The   Wire).   
  

Kyle   Motl   presents   a   program   of   recent   works   for   solo   contrabass   which   reveal   the   resonant   and   
visceral   realities   of   the   instrument   through   direct   engagement   with   sonic   materials.   These   works   
emerged   out   of   a   thorough   collaborative   effort   with   Caroline   Louise   Miller   and   Anqi   Liu,   integrating   
his   instrumental   and   improvisational   developments   into   their   own   musical   languages.   Jessie   Cox'   
Nachklang    employs   a   refined   multiphonic   texture   resulting   from   both   string   preparations   and   bow   
manipulations,   leading   us   to   consider   both   the   sound   and   its   resonant   after-image.     
  

Caroline   Louise   Miller   -    Hydra   Nightingale   
Jessie   Cox   -    Nachklang   
Anqi   Liu   -    Light   Beams   Through   Dusts,   Through   a   Mist   of   Moistures   

  


